7 STEPS FOR SUCCESSFUL AUTOMATION

1. "NO CHARGE" Initial concept discussion and design (tell CMD what you want)
2. In depth review of performance expectations (CMD will evaluate the project and explain what you can expect from us and your project)
3. System sizing and hardware specification (CMD will do the necessary research to find the correct components to fit the project)
4. CAD development and system documentation (CMD will provide detailed schematics for wiring and maintenance. If needed CMD will supply operation instructions for your project)
5. Assembly and system de-bugging (CMD function tests all projects at their facility prior to shipping to a customer. This decreases install time and gets your project production read sooner)
6. Installation, start up and personnel training (CMD will install, commission the project and give your employees training on the new project)
7. Routine maintenance and system upgrades (CMD will not abandon you after completion of the project. In the future if you need troubleshooting help with stub-born issues or you have decided to expand or update CMD will answer your call)

8. Our Solutions are Guaranteed!

Complete Motion Control Systems and Solutions
We Specialize in Electrical, Hydraulic, and Pneumatic Solutions

Brands we work with:
- Kollmorgen - Servo (Drives, Motors, Controllers)
- Allen-Bradley - PLC, VFD, HMI, Servo
- Tolomatic - Linear Actuators, Steppers, Servo
- Direct Logic - PLC
- EZAutomation - HMI
- C-More- HMI
- Danfoss- VFD
- Weg - Electric Motors, VFD
- Pinnacle - Safety Controls (light curtains, mats, pull cords, door switches, etc.)
- Proportion-Air - Hyd. & Pneumatic

In Partnership with:

www.skarda.com
CMD specializes in designing and implementing custom solutions which meet your specific needs. Our expertise in pneumatics, hydraulics, motion control and custom programming allows us to offer the best solution to a wide range of automation applications. CMD has access to a broad choice of automation product lines and we are committed to offering the most cost-effective solution available. From simple sub-assemblies to complex multi-motion programming, CMD offers the most appropriate solution for you.

- **Update obsolete, existing industrial control systems**
- **Machine Safety Integration** (Light Curtains, Safety Mats, Interlocks...)
- **Custom Made Hydraulic Power Units**
- **80/20 Design, Build, Install**
CMD specializes in designing and implementing custom solutions which meet your specific needs. Our expertise in pneumatics, hydraulics, motion control and custom programming allows us to offer the best solution to a wide range of automation applications. CMD has access to a broad choice of automation product lines and we are committed to offering the most cost-effective solution available. From simple sub-assemblies to complex multi-motion programming, CMD offers the most appropriate solution for you.
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